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There are so many great books out there now!  No doubt many families wish to have had these when 
their adult sons/daughters were in their early-to- mid-teens, but it’s never too late ---- all the skills & 
ideas in these books are something even adults with ASD can continue to implement in order to 
improve their lives.  (Kai Peters, a parent contributor) 
 

The Loving Push: How Parents and Professionals Can Help Spectrum Kids Become 
Successful Adults 2016 
Debra Moore Ph.D. and Temple Grandin Ph.D. 
*Great for families & professionals 
Part 1: The path to success starts here: Restoring Hope 
Part 2: Stretching your child and avoiding pitfalls 
Part 3: Preparing your child for adutlhood 
 

 
Realizing the College Dream with Autism or Asperger Syndrome: A Parent's Guide to 
Student Success 2006 
Ann Palmer (A mother of a 27-year-old son Eric) http://www.annpalmerautism.com/index.html 
*Great for families, young adult clients, IEP/transition program team, and counselors 
 
1) Contents: 
-Strategies for the High School Years 
-Making the Decision about College 
-Life Skills Training  
-Adjusting to the Move (dormitory-setting) 
-Supports and Strategies in College 
-Self-Awareness and the Issue of Self-Disclosure 
-Positives of the College Experience 
-What Comes Next? (post-college) 
2) Useful Books & Websites (pp. 152-163) 
3) Sample Self-Disclosure Form (pp.164-165) 
*List of questions to ask: pp.44-45, 63-64 
 
 

Preparing for Life: The Complete Guide for Transitioning to Adulthood for Those with 
Autism and Asperger's Syndrome 2005 
Jed Baker, PhD 

*Great for families, teens, young-to-mature adults in autism spectrum, IEP/transition program team, 

counselors & life coaches 

 

file:///C:/Ann-Palmer/e/B001JPC9QI/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1
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This book is a great navigator of life skills.  This is a useful tool for parents to use with the 
teens/young adults by breaking down the lessons in small chunks and incorporating into a dialogue 
and daily life.   
73 skill lessons cover: 
-Nonverbal cues/body language (7 lessons) 
-Dealing with anger/frustration (7 lessons) 
-Dealing with anxiety (4 lessons) 
-Conversation (13 lessons) 
-Building and maintaining friendships (and dealing with roommates) (16 lessons) 
-Dating (6 lessons) 
-Dealing with school and family demands (8 lessons) 
-Employment skills (9 lessons) 
-Money matters (1 lesson) 
-Preparing for emergencies (1 lesson) 
-Transportation (1 lesson) 
 
 

A Guide to Successful Employment for Individuals with Autism 1995  
By Marcia D. Smith, Patricia D. Juhrs, Ronald G. Belcher  

*Great for families, IEP/Transition program team, and counselors & life coaches. 
 
This book was published in 1995 & somewhat outdated, but still very informative for parents who wish 
to be proactive in the process of their children acquiring meaningful employment. 
 
This book, which is intended to assist teachers, supported employment personnel, and employment 
specialists, provides information on supports and methods that have proved successful in helping 
persons with autism obtain and hold jobs.  
Topics discussed: 
autism and vocational fitness; vocational planning for workers with autism; finding and keeping a 
job; socialization on the job; and strategies for solving problems at work.  
 
Jobs in the following sectors: manufacturing, retail, printing and bulk mailing, food service, 
warehousing, recycling and delivery, and government. Included in each of these chapters are the 
following: discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of employment in the sector;  
information on several jobs in which persons with autism are actually employed (including skill levels 
required, job tasks performed, equipment/machinery/tools required, potential problems in 
completing the job, and required modifications/accommodations to job sites/tasks); and detailed 
case study of employees in the job (including descriptions of the  
employee and company/job, the employee's history, employment supports established for the 
employee, and outcomes).  
The last chapter examines advances and future directions in the vocational instruction and 
accomplishments of individuals with autism. 
 
Tables: 
1) Guidelines for establishing supports (pp.30-34) 
Behavior problems & necessary supports listed according to the client’s Language Abilities/Social 
Skills/Cognitive Functioning Level. 

file:///C:/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1%3f_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Marcia%20D.%20Smith&ie=UTF8&search-alias=books&sort=relevancerank
file:///C:/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_2%3f_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Patricia%20D.%20Juhrs&ie=UTF8&search-alias=books&sort=relevancerank
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Dangerous behaviors such as aggression, self-injury, property destruction, pica, or running away. 
Disruptive, possible job-threatening behavior, such as noise making, hyperactivity, inattention to 
work, and self-stimulation 
 
2) Problem Behaviors and recommended strategies (pp.71-72) 
Problem behaviors and their functions are described along with effective strategies for nonverbal 
workers and verbal workers. 
e.g.) Behaviors to avoid tasks, to obtain attention, to obtain desired outcome or object, to obtain 
sensory stimulation, Behaviors in reaction to environmental change/instructions to do tasks/criticism 
and corrections, Low motivation 
 
 
3) Work problems and potential solutions (pp.100-104) 
Poor job match, lack of agency support, transportation problems, parent disapproving job, company 
financial problems, seasonal slowdown, relocation, changes in management personnel, co-worker 
teasing/bossing/harassing, low productivity, low quality work, social skills problems, poor hygiene 
and appearance, personal items taken to work, poor attendance and tardiness, aberrant behaviors, 
disruptive behaviors, destructive behaviors, refusal to work, etc. 
 
 

The Complete Guide to Getting a Job for People with Asperger's Syndrome: Find the Right 
Career and Get Hired  
By Barbara Bissonnette   
*Great for families, Young adults, IEP/Transition program team, and counselors & life coaches. 
 
Barbara Bissonnette is a certified coach and the Principal of Forward Motion Coaching 
(www.ForwardMotion.info). She specializes in career development coaching and workplace advocacy for 
individuals with Asperger's Syndrome and Nonverbal Learning Disorder. 
 
Asperger's Syndrome Workplace Survival Guide: A Neurotypical's Secrets for Success 2013 
By Barbara Bissonnette  
*Great for young adults who are preparing to enter a work place or experiencing struggles at work. 
 
One of the most comprehensive and helpful book. Barbara Bissonnette is a certified coach and the 
Principal of Forward Motion Coaching (www.ForwardMotion.info). She specializes in career development 
coaching and workplace advocacy for individuals with Asperger's Syndrome and Nonverbal Learning 
Disorder. 
 

The Hidden Curriculum of Getting and Keeping a Job: Navigating the Social Landscape of 
Employment 
- A Guide for Individuals with Autism Spectrum and Other Social-Cognitive Challenges 2012 

By Judy Endow, MSW, Malcolm Mayfield, Brenda Smith Myles, Ph.D  

*Great for families, Young adults, IEP/Transition program team, and counselors & life coaches. 

 

Adults on the spectrum often have difficulty getting and keeping a job that is unrelated to their job skills. 

This practical and easy-to-use book provides necessary yet often untaught information on a variety of 

topics related to getting a job, finding a mentor, networking, using agencies, interviewing, talking with 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Barbara%20Bissonnette&search-alias=books&sort=relevancerank
http://www.amazon.com/Judy-Endow/e/B00478IDNW/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1
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supervisors, dealing with on-the-job-frustrations, understanding the social rules at work and many other 

topics. Authored by two individuals on the spectrum who have extensive experience in helping others 

become employed, Judy Endow and Malcolm Mayfield, as well as Brenda Smith Myles, an internationally 

known writer and speaker on autism spectrum disorders.  

 

Developing Talents: Careers For Individuals With Asperger Syndrome And High-functioning 

Autism- Updated, Expanded Edition 2008 

By Temple Grandin and Kate Duffy  

*Great for families, Young adults, IEP/Transition program team, and counselors & life coaches. 

 Autism Spectrum Disorders and Their Effect in the Workplace 

 Easing into the Workplace 

 Rules for Success on the Job 

 Finding a Vocation You Love 
 Searching for an Ideal Job 

 Do What You Do Best 

 Best Jobs for Individuals on the Autism Spectrum 

 Entrepreneurship 

 Advice from Those Who Have Gone Before Three Aspies Tell Their Stories 
 

The Job Developer's Handbook: Practical Tactics for Customized Employment  

By Cary Griffin, David Hammis, & Tammara Geary 

*Great for families, IEP/Transition program team, Job coaches, Advocates, Employers, and 

counselors & life coaches. 

 Discovering who the person is and what he or she really wants 

 Ensuring goodness of fit between employer and employee 

 Finding—or creating—"hidden jobs" in smaller companies 
 Empowering people through resource ownership (investing in resources that employers need) 

 Skillfully negotiating job duties while managing conflicts that might arise 

 Creatively maximizing benefits using social security work incentives 

 Encouraging family support while respecting the individual as an adult 

 

Living Well on the Spectrum: How to Use Your Strengths to Meet the Challenges of 
Asperger Syndrome/High-Functioning Autism 2011 
By Valerie L. Gaus, PhD 
*Great for families, young-to-mature adults in autism spectrum, and their counselors & life coaches 
 
This is a large, 383-page, guidebook/workbook with lots of stories, questionnaires, worksheets, and 
concrete examples that help young & older adults find personalized solutions to problems they are 
likely to encounter.  This book is designed for the adults with autism to use to figure things out for 
themselves, but it is also a great book families can use to gain deeper understanding into their adult 
child and the challenges s/he faces daily.  It’s refreshingly non-judgmental, compassionate, 
informative, and positive. 
 

http://www.amazon.com/Temple-Grandin/e/B000AP9AQU/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_2?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Kate%20Duffy&ie=UTF8&search-alias=books&sort=relevancerank
file:///C:/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1%3f_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Valerie%20L.%20Gaus%20PhD&ie=UTF8&search-alias=books&sort=relevancerank
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-Problems & solutions in a typical day 
-How thinking differences can affect your daily life 
-How social differences can be vulnerabilities and strengths 
-The role of your emotional differences 
-How sensory and movement differences can affect your interactions with your environment 
-Positive solutions (your bag of tricks) for home, work, school, community. 
-Friendships, dating, sex, and marriage 
-Health & accessing healthcare services 
-Putting yourself in charge of your life and finding help when you need it 
-Problem-solving worksheet (pp.361-365) 
 

 
A Full Life with Autism: From Learning to Forming Relationships to Achieving 
Independence 2012 
Chantal Sicile-Kira  (Author), Jeremy Sicile-Kira (Author), Temple Grandin (Foreword) 
* Great for families & young adults 
 
This is a good “next-step” book after her “Adolescents on the Autism Spectrum: A Parent’s Guide to 
the Cognitive, Social, Physical, and Transition Needs of Teenagers with Autism Spectrum Disorder 
(2006)” 
Both the mother (Chantal) and son (Jeremy) reflect upon their journeys. There is a lot of good advice 
& recommendations in bullet-points that consider not only the high functioning, but also the more 
impacted young adults. 
 
This book tries to answer some difficult questions such as: 
-Navigate this new economy where adult service resources are scarce 
-Cope with the difficulties of living apart from the nuclear family 
-Find, and keep a job that provides meaning, stability and an income 
-Create and sustain fulfilling relationships 

 
They discuss: 
-Creating lifelong community and personal supports 
-Life skills for a life span 
-Social relationships 
-Love and intimacy 
-Housing and home skills 
-Support staff: needed qualities, skills, and beliefs 
-Adult learning environment: college and adult education 
-Employment: earning a living 
 
 

Asperger's on the Job: Must-have Advice for People with Asperger's or High Functioning 
Autism, and their Employers, Educators, and Advocates 2010 

Rudy Simone (Author), Temple Grandin (Foreword)  

* Great for young-to-mature adults in autism spectrum 
 

Great reader reviews from various generations with Asperger’s. 

http://www.amazon.com/Chantal-Sicile-Kira/e/B001HCWVLG/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_2?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Jeremy%20Sicile-Kira&ie=UTF8&search-alias=books&sort=relevancerank
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_3?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Temple%20Grandin&ie=UTF8&search-alias=books&sort=relevancerank
http://www.amazon.com/Rudy-Simone/e/B0039XA9M4/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_2?_encoding=UTF8&field-author=Temple%20Grandin&ie=UTF8&search-alias=books&sort=relevancerank
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Amazon review: 
“Up to 85% of the Asperger's populations are without full-time employment, though many have 
above-average intelligence. 
Rudy Simone, an adult with Asperger's Syndrome and an accomplished author, consultant, and 
musician, created this insightful resource to help employers, educators, and therapists accommodate 

this growing population, and to help people with Asperger’s find and keep gainful employment. 
Rudy's candid advice is based on her personal experiences and the experiences of over 50 adults 
with Asperger's from all over the world, in addition to their employers and numerous experts in the 
field. 
Detailed lists of "what the employee can do" and "to employers and advocates" provide balanced 
guidelines for success, while Rudy's "Interview Tips" and "Personal Job Map" tools will help 
Aspergians, young or old, find their employment niche. 
There is more to a job than what the tasks are. From social blunders, to sensory issues, to bullying by 
coworkers, Simone presents solutions to difficult challenges. Readers will be enriched, enlightened, 
and ready to work—together!” 
 

 

Autistics' Guide to Dating: A Book by Autistics, for Autistics and Those Who Love Them or 
Who Are in Love with Them 2008 

Emilia Murry Ramey and Jody John Ramey  
*Great for families, teens, young adults, and mature adults 

 
Emilia Murry Ramey and Jody John Ramey (husband & wife), both on the spectrum, reflect on their 
dating experiences and provide recommendations for relationships in both the short- and long-term. 
Their advice includes how to choose venues for meeting people that are free from discomfiting 
features; coping with close proximity with a partner, eye-contact, and physical intimacy, in the light 
of sensory issues; and moving on to extended, committed relationships, cohabiting and continuing 
to date after marriage. 
This is not quite a guidebook, but more of a reflection of their journey and a few advices based on 
their experiences, so this may not be very practical or helpful to a larger audience. 

 
Growing Up on the Spectrum: A Guide to Life, Love, and Learning for Teens and Young 
Adults with Autism and Asperger’s 2010 
Claire LaZebnik & Lynn Kern Koegel,Ph.D.  
* Great for families and teen/young adults 

 
This is another book many families wished to have had when their kids were in middle school. Many 
useful advice/recommendations as well as engaging vignettes & short essays that cover wide topics 
for middle/high school/college and beyond, such as: 
-Making and maintaining good friendships (the art of conversation/outings & get-
togethers/parties/dealing with bullying and peer pressure) 
-Making and maintaining successful romantic relationships (dating/sex) 
-Making school successful (middle & high school -supported independence/ college) 
-Beyond the college years (jobs/living conditions/legal planning) 
-Improving daily life (looking good/managing behavior/managing modern technology/improving 
comorbid conditions) 
 

http://www.amazon.com/Autistics-Guide-Dating-Book-Those/dp/184310881X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1341806512&sr=1-1&keywords=autistics+guide+to+dating
http://www.amazon.com/Autistics-Guide-Dating-Book-Those/dp/184310881X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1341806512&sr=1-1&keywords=autistics+guide+to+dating
http://www.amazon.com/Emilia-Murry-Ramey/e/B001JPCEVI/ref=sr_ntt_srch_lnk_1?qid=1341806512&sr=1-1
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Making Sense of Sex: A Forthright Guide to Puberty, Sex and Relationships for People with 
Asperger's Syndrome 2008 
Sarah Attwood  

* Great for families, teens, and young adults 

 
Sarah Attwood worked for fifteen years as a sexuality educator in Australia, where she designed a 
wide range of sexual health programs. She is a wife of Tony Attwood, PhD. 
This book discusses broad topics and concerns thoughtfully and thoroughly. 
 

Socially Curious and Curiously Social 2009 
Michelle Garcia Winner & Pamela Crooke  
* Great for teens and young adults 
 
Written for teens and young adults how to navigate the complex social world.  Chatty and wordy, 
and advises are buried in lengthy text, so the readers must be motivated to read this. 
The steps are built on the concept of "social thinking", so it requires the readers to go from chapter 1 
to chapter 13, step by step. 
Some risky behaviors such as "hooking up" "friends with benefits" are mentioned.  Parents might 
want to discuss these things with their kids. 

 
Girls Growing Up on the Autism Spectrum: What Parents and Professionals Should Know 
About the Pre-teen and Teenage Years 2009 
Shana Nichols, Gina Marie Moravcik, Samara Pulver Tetenbaum  
* Great for families, teens, young adults, and their counselors 

 
The book gives candid and realistic advice on a wide range of important, sensitive, teenage topics, 
such as: 
-Feeling good inside and out: Self-perception and self-confidence 
-Friendship and social status 
-Healthy sexuality for girls with ASD 
-Promoting personal safety in the real world 
 
 
Getting a Life with Asperger's: Lessons Learned on the Bumpy Road to Adulthood 2014 
By Jesse A. Saperstein  
* Great for families, teens, young adults, and their counselors 
 
Jesse A. Saperstein was diagnosed with Asperger’s at the age of 14.  In this honest and engaging 
book, he offers a guided tour of what he’s learned about getting along with others, managing 
emotions, succeeding in school and work, building relationships, and more. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.amazon.com/Sarah-Attwood/e/B001JP9QLY/ref=ntt_athr_dp_pel_1
http://www.amazon.com/Making-Sense-Sex-Forthright-Relationships/dp/1843103745/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1341893920&sr=1-1&keywords=making+sense+of+sex
http://www.amazon.com/Making-Sense-Sex-Forthright-Relationships/dp/1843103745/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1341893920&sr=1-1&keywords=making+sense+of+sex
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Adults on the Autism Spectrum Leave the Nest: Achieving Supported Independence  
By Nancy Perry   
*Great for young adults, families, support personnel, and life coaches 
 
A wealth of tips.  Click the “Go Inside” on http://www.amazon.com/Adults-Autism-Spectrum-Leave-
Nest/dp/1843109042/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top?ie=UTF8 and scroll down to “Contents” and 
“Index” pages to see what the book covers. 

 
 
 
Special Needs Trusts: Protect Your Child's Financial Future 2009 
Stephen Elias Attorney & Kevin Urbatsch  
*Great for families 
 
This book is designed to help readers set up their own special needs trust without an attorney--and 
you could do that with the resources provided. I used an attorney, but this book helped me better 
prepared for $25 (discounted price at Amazon) before meeting & paying $350/hour to an attorney  ;-) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DISCLAIMER:  
The information in this referral List is provided as a courtesy by Seattle Children's Hospital and its 

related organizations. Seattle Children’s Hospital expressly disclaims any representation or warranty, 
express or implied, concerning the accuracy, completeness or fitness for a particular purpose of the 

information. Persons accessing this information assume full responsibility for the use of the 
information and understand and agree that Children’s is not responsible or liable for any claim, loss, 

or damage arising from the use of the information. Reference to specific services does not constitute 
or imply recommendation or endorsement by Seattle Children’s. 

 
* 
 

Please keep in mind, your experience navigating resources may differ from what is listed in this 
handout. 

If you find any of the information provided to be inaccurate or out of date please contact 
Katrina.Davis@seattlechildrens.org 

 

http://www.amazon.com/Adults-Autism-Spectrum-Leave-Nest/dp/1843109042/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top?ie=UTF8
http://www.amazon.com/Adults-Autism-Spectrum-Leave-Nest/dp/1843109042/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top?ie=UTF8
mailto:Katrina.Davis@seattlechildrens.org

